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Last September I started working with a
year 2 class at Overfields School on a theme
of Victorian Toys.
The class visited Preston Park as part of
their class topic and looked at all the
Victorian Toys on display at the Museum
which was a great start to our art project.
The class teacher and I had discussed a
potential idea about making a 3D vintage
toy constructed using sculptural techniques.
For me, this was a little out of my comfort
zone as my specialist area is textiles and I’ve
lots of experience using soft materials but
it’s safe to say that this turned out to be one
of my favourite outcomes of the whole Paul
Hamlyn Project. I was really proud of what
we all achieved!
We ran the project over four afternoon
sessions, the class teacher was also really
enthusiastic and prepared to dip back into
the work when I wasn't there to ensure that
the sculptural toy models were ready for the
next stage when I came in. For inspiration we
looked at a British contemporary Artist
called Julie Arkell who creates beautiful and
whimsical paper mache style characters of
people and animals. Her creatures are
beautiful and magical, each one having its
own story and reflecting the emotion of the
artist on the particular day that she created
it. I showed examples of Julie Arkells work to
the children and in little teams they
discussed it and thought carefully about how
it could have been constructed, what
materials were used, what kind of character
it had and if they liked or disliked it.
I showed pictures of the characters of the
little bear and as a class we discussed what

made them different from each other.
The children then drew a very simple
design sketch of their vintage animal toy
and we were ready to start with the
construction next session. In order to give
the children a sense of independence we
suggested that they might like to adapt
their toy so that it could be a different
animal. We used the little bear books as a
point of reference for this task. I showed
pictures of the characters of the little bear
and as a class we discussed what made
them different from each other. The
children then drew a very simple design
sketch of their vintage animal toy and we
were ready to start with the construction
next session. The bodies of the creatures
were created using simple items such as a
wooden spoon for the head, a paper cup
for the body and a paper straw for the
arms. Once these elements were out
together with some tape the children were
able to cut out and add their ears and then
start layering up pieces of newspaper to
paper mache around the basic structure
and smooth it out. The final layer of paper
mache was an old book page to give it that
Victorain and Vintage feel. Finally the
children added a layer a skin coloured
paint over the paper and drew the facial
features on with a fine liner pen.
The models were quite challenging for the
children to make however they worked
really hard and listened to my instructions
incredibly well. I loved it when we got to
this point where each child had a basic toy
of their own, although the doll creatures
were still undressed they had suddenly
come to life and the children immediately
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started using them like little puppets, pretending to make them talk and play with their
peers. It just happened instinctively which was great!
The final step of the process was to give the toys some clothes. I planned this session quite
carefully with the teachers and we had a teacher or TA at each table in the classroom and
step by step we worked with the children to add the little textile pieces to make a skirt, top,
shawl and other accessories. The children loved seeing them really come to life and started
to give them names and talk about where they were going to put them in their bedroom at
home. As part of the evaluation I discussed with the children what had been tricky and what
worked well about the sculptural process and we compared their toys to Julie Arkell’s work
again and it was impressive to see how similar the finished pieces were. The class teacher
and I had lots of discussions about what the children could do next with them and it became
clear that the methodical step by step process that we’d used to make them would easily
translate into D&T so the teacher planned to write up instructions with the children.
A couple of weeks later I was so excited to see the wall display that had been created
around the Vintage Toy project. As well as the writing up the instructions the children had
written thankyou letters to me for leading the sessions. It was very rewarding to see how the
teacher had expanded on our art project and taken it into other areas of the curriculum
such as D & T and literacy.

Layering paper
mache onto junk
models.
It was a fantastic project that I really loved, in hindsight it was certainly challenging for
the year 2 class but I worked in a very collaborative way with the class teacher and
teaching assistants and together we were able to support the children to create a great
body of work on this theme.
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